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Abstract . CoaepxaHHe . Streszczenie

Topological convexity apace is a topological space with 
a distinguished family or sets which are called convex: 
subspaces and convex polytopes are defined in a natural way.

A space I has the ftakutani (resp. Browder) property 
if every multifunction $ in I which is upper semi- 
continuous and has nonempty convex values (resp. has open 
inverse images of singletons and nonempty convex values), 
has a fixed point xe *(x).

The fundamental results of the paper are theorems, 
collected in two groups, which specify assumptions under 
which the considered space I has the respective, Kakutani 
or Browder, property. Each group contains several types of 
results, in particular one theorem deriving the respective, 
Kakutani or Browder, property from the ordinary fixed point 
property of I and another which shows when the respective, 
Kakutani or Browder, property of X is a consequence of the 
same property assumed to hold for all nonempty convex poly
topes in X. The Ky Pan-Glicksberg Theorem and Browder Theo
rem, both concerning compact convex sets in topological 
vector spaces, are shown to be particular cases. Another 
special case are fixed point theorems for metric spaces II 
with convexity determined by a "connecting" function 
c: [0;1jx M2 -*■ M; spaces metrizable in a strongly convex 
manner fall into this category.

HenoaBHKHaH T c rn a  iiHoro3Ha«iHHX oToCpaseHHf!
b npooTpaHCTaax c 060<5®eHH0fl BtinyKJiocTeft
Tonoaonmecicoe npocTpaHdBO c BfeinyKJiocTeft sto Tonoaora- 

qecKoe np0CTpaHCTB0 c BbiaejieHHHM ceMeacTBO« Tan Ha3UBaesihcx
BHnyKJtHX MH0K6CTB.

Ochobhumk pesyjiBTaTaMH paCoroi hbjihbtch Teopenu onpe2e- 
JiHBnme npeanoJioxeHHH, nrni KOTOpux TonojionmecKoe npc)CT0aHCT30 
c BbinyKJiocieii X odJiaaaei obmom H3 cjieayioirax cbovictb: scax- 
aoe HenpeDbiBHoe CBepxy MHoro3Ha»iHoe oToobaKeHiie b X c nenyc- 
t u m k  Bh inym rb iuH  3H aqeH H H M H  H u e e T  H e n o a B H K H y »  T O M K y ;  n a K n o e  
MHorosHaqHoe oTCfipaseHne b X c otkphthmk npoo0pa3auK to^k 
h HenycTUUH BhinyouMK sHa'ieHKHtra aMeeT HenouBKSHyc Tomty. 
nojiŷ eHHtie TeooeMtj o<5o<5manT KJiaccntiecKne Teopeuu o HertonaHK- 
hoS t o w :  Kh vaHa-r^iiKcOepra a ¿poyaepa; b pafioie Tone 
noeztctaBJieHO spyrne HeTpoKajibHue ocoCeHHtie cjiytiaii.



Punkt stały odwzorowań wielowartościowych
■ przestrzeniach z uogólnioną wypukłością

Topologiczna przestrzeń z wypukłością jest to przestrzeń 
topologiczna z wyróżnioną rodziną zbiorów nazywanych wypuk
łymi.

Podstawowymi wynikami pracy są twierdzenia określające 
założenia, przy których topologiczna przestrzeń z wypukłością 
I ma jedną z następujących własności: każde górnie półciągłe 
odwzorowanie wielowartościowe w i o  niepuetych wypukłych 
wartościach ma punkt stały; każde odwzorowanie wielowartościo
we w I o otwartych przeciwobrazach punktów i niepuetych 
wypukłych wartościach ma punkt stały.

Uzyskane twierdzenia uogólniają klasyczne twierdzenie 
o punkcie stałym: Ky Fana-Glicksberga i Browdera; w pracy 
przedstawiono również inne nietrywialne przypadki szczególne.



The present work is a result of an analysis of proofs of several 
classical fixed point theorems for multifunctions whose domains are 
subsets of topological vector spaces, including Kakutani Theorem 
[l94lj, its generalization by Ky Fan [l952j and Glicksberg [i952j' 
and parallel although much simpler Browder Theorem [l968, p.285, 
Theorem l}. A careful analysis shows that there are only a few set- 
-theoretic properties of Euclidean or, generally, topological vector 
spaces which are, along with Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem, really 
needed to establish the results.
Moreover, one can observe striking similarities of the assumptions 
which are actually utilized in the proofs of different theorems. The
se observations suggest that the theory could be formulated jno the 
results proved in a set-theoretic framework of- more general nature.
The crucial concept which requires formalization is that of convexity.

In the literature already exist formal axiomatic theories of con
vexity (cf. Oanzer, Grunbaum and Klee [i963j). One of euch the
ories, proposed by Levi [~195lJ, has been developped by Kay and 
Womble [1971] and Meyer and Kay [1973]; its connections with topo
logy have been studied by Oamison [1974], Guay fl980j, van Mill and 
van de Vel [l98l] and others.
This framework seems specially suitable and sufficiently general 
for our purposes; it will be introduced in Section 2. The main 
objective of this work can be shortly described as follows: 
for a given.topological space X with a distinguished family of 
sets, called convex, find conditions which imply that:
K (Kakutani property): every upper semi-continuous multifunction 
in X with nonempty convex values has a fixed point;
B (Browder property): every multifunction in X with open inverse 

images of singletons and nonempty convex values has a fixed point.



The two problems correspond to Theorems of Kakutani and Ky Fen 
¿nd Glickberg (case [<]) and to Browder Theoreo (case CBJ); they 
are considered in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.
Each of the two questions is given four types of answers depending 
on the type of assumptions on X. Each result concerning Kakutani 
property has a counterpart, usually much simpler, concerning 
Browder property.

Here is a list of types of assumptions on X which appear in 
respective theorems.
Theorems [5-6.lj: X has the ordinary fixed point property;
Theorems [5-6.2]: certain subsets of X (called convex polytopes)
have the required property, [Kj or [B];
Theorems [5-6.3J: X is a sura of two spaces which have the required

property, [ K J or [ B];
Theorems f5-6.4J: X is a continuous image (or subsoace) of a space
with required property, [K] or [Bj,
Theorem [5.1J is an abstraction of Kakutani Theorem;
Theorem [5.2] is a counterpart of Ky Fan-Glicksberg Theorem;
Theorems [6.1-2] correspond to Browder Theorem;
Theorems [5-6.3] have a well known analogue in ordinary fixed point 
theory: a union of two spaces with fixed point property which meet 
at exactly one point, also has this property (cf. Bing [1969, p.121,
Theoreo 6]);
Theorems [5-6.4.b correspond to Borsuk's [1931] observation that a 
retract of a up-c«. with fixed point property also has this property.

There are generally no new idea« in the proofs and in the author's 
ocinion the main achievements of the paper are: a uniform exposition 
of already existing results, finding the most required directions
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of generalizations, providing with new tools for further investi
gations of new classes of spaces and extracting the most inter
esting properties of the considered objects with can become topics 
of independent studies.

The paper is complete with several example*of applications, the first of 
them being Theorem [5.2*3 concerning ordinary fixed point theory. In 
Section 8 it is shown that the obtained theorems really general
iza their classical prototypes dealing with subsets of
topological vector spaces. In Section 7 we consider a concept of 
convexity in metric spaces generalizing convexity in Borsuk's 
[1959J fctrongly convex spaces. It occurs that the obtained results 
thoroughly fit to this type of convexity. Applications to uniquely 
arc-wise connected spaces, especially dendrite-s, are presented in 
the last Section 9.

We have tried to follow generally accepted terminology, also in the 
field of generalized convexity, but here we make an exception for 
the term "inductive" which replaces the term "domain-finite" existing 
in the literature. The designation “Kakutani property“ appears in 
the book of Smart [1974, p.69j. The terms: "reduct", "match", "sum", 
"quasi-convexoidal", "quasi-uniform convexity", "compressible" and 
“A-compressible" understood in the meaning of this work, as well as 
the designation “Browder property“ are original.

Finally, we note two existing works which deal with fixed point the
ory in an abstract convexity framework: a paper of Komiya [1981] 
contains a generalization of Browder Theorem to the case when convex 
polytopes in the given abstract space aro affinely homeoraorphic 
with convex polytopps in Euclidean spaces while an unpublished mas
ter's thesis of Wissel [1978] presents a generalization of Ky Fan - 
Glicxsberg theorem to the framework of dually continuous lattices.
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i". PRELIMINARIES. Here we fix terminology and notation and collect 
a few lemmata of general character.

A mu1tifunction or relation in a se 
denote $ _1 :» {( y.x)|( x ,y )€  $}. For any x £ X  and A S X  we write

$>(x) :« {y|(x,y)e$} and i>[A] :« (j{$>( x) I x e A}*

We call $( x) value of # at x while $ _1[a ] is the inverse 
image of A under
A fixed point of Î is any x which is in #( x) .

Let $ and Y  be any multifunctions in X. Restriction of # to 
a set Y C X  is the multifunction $IY:= #r>Y2 in Y. Compo
sition of f with V  is the multifunction o  in X defined by

S  {( x#z) I (3y)( x.y)£ § and (y,2) £ ? j  and denoted oy $  » Y.
A multifunction $ in e topological space is upper serol-continuous; 
abbreviated to u.s.c., if it6 all values are closed and inverser» w
images of all closed sets under $ are closed;

The following facts are known and also easily verifiable (cf. 
Kuratov/ski fl966, p.175, Theorem 1] and 8erge C1959, p.119,
Théorème 1*3s compact spaces are always understood to be 
Hausdorff):

S

1.1. a. A tnult if unct^ion in a compact space X is ̂.s.c. if and
only if it is closed in X2.

b. Composition of ju.:s.£. multifunctions in a compact space is 
also u.s.c./V V »V
c. Restriction of an u.s.c. multifunction to a closed set is 
also u.s.c.□
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An enjcourage in a topological space X is a symmetric relation 
in X which is a neighborhood (not necessarily open) of 
{( x,x)|x€ x}. A base for uniformity on X, j abbre-
viated to uniform base , is any fanily £ of entourages
in X such tKat for every xGX, {E(x)lE££} is a neighborhood 
base of x and for every E.E'e 6 there exists- F e £ such that
F oF2Ert.E'.
Uniform bases t and f  for a space X are equivalent if every
element of £ contains an element of f  and vice versa.

1,2. For any relation E in a topological space X and any A S X  
we have E [A]S E CA ]. If A is compact then ETLa] = £ [A3 ftf deno-A/v <vwv ^  /v* a^ v
tes the closure of E).

Proof: Take any 1> e£fA], There is  ̂£ A  such that
({j.P) £ (A * X)o E. This set is equal to the relative closure of 
( A * X ) n E  in A * X. Thus there is a net ((xt ,yt)| t € T) of
elements of (AxX)fiE converging to (£,1») in A*X; in par
ticular the net y converges to in X. Since y{£ ECAJ for
every t, we have y e ETa T.

Now let if e feCA3. There is a net (yt|teT) of elements of eTaD
converging to Hence there is also a net (x |t 6T) of
elements of A such that (xt,yt) € ( A * X)nE for every t.
Since A is compact, there is a cluster point £ € A  of the net x. 
Thus (|,i*) is a cluster point of the net (x,y) whose elements 

are in E. Hence ({[,!>) 6 £ which means that uefCAJ. □

Vie say that a topological space X has the fixed point property. 
abbreviated to f.p. property, if every continuous function 

f:X-*X has a fixed point: x ■ f (x) .
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2. CONVEXITY SPACES. A convexity space is a set X and a family 
of its subsets, closed under arbitrary intersections, to which X 
belongs. This family is the structure of convex se.ts in X and 
its elements are convex subsets of X.
The convex hull of a set A CX, denoted by coA, is the inter
section of all convex sets containing A.
The convex hull of a finite set is a convex polytope. If B = coA
then we say that A generates B.
A convexity space is inductive if the union of any directed (by
inclusion) family of convex sets is convex (thus 0 is convex in an

inductive space).
A proof of Proposition [2.1J below is essentially contained in 
Oamison's work [1974, p.5, Proposition I.l]:

2.1. A convexity space is inductive if and only if for every set 3, 
coB » U{coF|p gB  and F is finite}.

Topological convexity space, abbreviated to £,-£• space, is a topo
logical space equipped with a structure of convex sets.
The relative structure of convex sets in a convex set "Y contained in a
convexity space X consists of all convex sets in X which are 
contained ir. Y.

A sjjbspacjj of a ( topological) convexity space is any convex set taken 
with (relative topology and) relative structure ot convex sets.
.Ve shall consider two operations which can be performed on t.c. 
spaces.

The reduced structure of convex sets in a t.c. space X consists 
of all sets which are both closed and convex in X. The redget', 
of X is the same topological space X but taken with reduced 
structure of convex sets.
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We say that t.c. spaces Y and Z match If Yn 2 is convex
both in Y and Z and relative topologies in Yn Z, inherited
from Y and Z, coincide.

The sum Y ® z of matching t.c. spaces Y and Z is defined

to be the set Y u Z  equipped with the following topology and
structure of convex sets:
a set A S Y U Z  is closed in Y © Z  if and only if A n Y  is closed
in Y and A n z  is closed in Z;
a set A £ Y U Z  is convex in Y ® Z  if and only if A n Y  is convex
in Y, A n Z  is convex in Z and [AnY = p or A n z  ■ 0 or
A n  Y n  z = Y n  Zj.

3. QUASI-UNIFORM CONVEXITY. We say that a relation E in a t.c. 
space X is a ^jasi-convexoi^dal if for every compact convex set 
A c x ,  also ETA]  is convex.

3.1. In an inductive space in which every convex polytope is 
compact, a relation E is quasi-convexoidal if and only if for every
convex A also E [ A ]  is convex. □

We say that a t.c. space is quasi-uniformly convex if it has
a uniform base whose every element is closed and quasi-convexoidal.

3.2. o_onve_x singleton in a convex t.c. space
has a neighborhood base of convex sets.D

A »  n - n / v v  A r t  «w v w w n .

The following Theorom [3.3J which is an immediate consequence of 

[1.2] helps in situations when we are given a uniform base whose 
every element is quasi-convexoidal but not necessarily closed.
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Theorec 3.3. In a t.c. S££$® ij? i¿LiSlt 5i23ii£S 5^
convex set is convex, the closure of every £u^^-conv^^idal gelat
ion is quasi-convexoidal. O

For any topological space and its uniform base ¿, the family 
{E|E6 £} is an equivalent uniform base (cf.Kelley I 1955, p.179, 
Theorem 73). Therefore Theorem [3.3] can be reformulated into a 

resoy-to-use formula:

Corollary 3.4. Let X be o t.c. space in which the closure ^f 
every convex set is convex. If £ is a uniform base for X £om- 
poscd of quasi-cOnvexoidal entourages then the equivalent ujiifora 
base { E |E £ 6} is also composed of q u a s i - c onvexoida1 entourages. o

We finally establish a few results on quasi-uniform convexity of 
reducts and subspaces.

3.5. Let X oe a t.c. space, let X ’ £enote its re duct and iet P. 
be a relation in X. If E is quasi-corivexoidal in X' then it 
is quasi-convexoidal in X. If X is compnct and E is quasi- 
-conyexoida1 in X then E is quasi-convexoidal in X'.

For a proof of the second statement it suffices to notice that 
E[A] = Proj2(A* X)n E is closed whenever ' E is closed and A 
u;id « are compact. □

Corollary 3.6. If the reduct X' of a t.c. space X is auasi-
^  A^>A /VVW^VW /VA. /V /V AwVWV /VV /WWWS

-uniformly convex then so is X. If X is compact and quasi-uni- 
formly convex then so is X'. □

3.7. Every subspace of a quasi-uniforir.ly convex t.c. space is 
quasi-uniformly convex. □
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Every space X which is quasi-uniforoly convex is also locally 
connected unless there exist convex sets in X which are not 
connected.

"Quasi-uniform convexity" is a concept which we did not dare to 
call “uniform convexity". However, [3.l] and Corollary [3.4] prove 
that in the case of an inductive space in which every convex polytope 
is compact and the closure of every convex set is convex, this 
concept becomes very natural and it would certainly deserve the 
name "uniform convexity".

Concepts of local convexity in t.c. spaces have been studied by 
Oamison [1974, pp.52 and 73] and Guay fl980, p.532-543],

4. COMPRESSIBLE SPACES. A t.c. space X is compressible if for
every positive integer n, every ( Xĵ ,... .x^) £ Xn and every
sequence (A1#...,An) of open sets covering X there exists a 
continuous function V :X-*X such that for every x £X,
V(x)€ co{xi|x fiA^}.
For a non-negative integer n, A n will denote the n-dioensional
probabilistic simplex.
A t.c. space X is A-comprasslble if for every positive integer 
n and every (x1,...,xn) £ Xn there exists a continuous function 

~ s u c h  that for every a £ ^ n_1, Y (  a) £ cofx^J ^oj .

4.1. Every A-compresslble and normal t.c. space is compressible. O
/ W W t A  / V V N  s*. m  « v w j w v w w w v

/
Proof: Let (Alf...,An) be a sequence of open sets covering the 
given space X and let ( ,..., xn) £ Xn. For l»l,...,n let
f^X-^tO;!] be continuous funct ions vanishing outside A^ such
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that ZIfi e 1 (cf. Engelkinç, [1977, pp.67 and 63, Theorem 1.5.18
_nw Urysohn’s Lemma 1.5.10, respectively; also pp.374-375]). Let
f:A . — ►X be a continuous function such that for all a e 4  ,n- 1 n - 1
Y(a)6 co{x1 |ci>o}. The function <f:X-»X defined by

V(x) = (f1(x) f n( *) ) »

ia just as required in the definition of compressible spaces.D

4.2. c. Every closed subspace of a comp re s s i b le t.c. S£ajce
compressible.
o. ¿very sjjbsj0cce of a 4 —ĉ on̂ p̂ rê ŝ ib̂ le t.c. space is 
A-compressible.

Only [4.2.aJ requires a proof: Let A be a closed subspace of
the given space X. Let B ,...,Bn be relatively open subsets 
o ; ~ covering A  and let ( x̂ ,̂... ,xn) € An. There exist open
sets S. ,...,§n in X such that for i»l,...,n, BA = B ^  A.
The sets A,;» ÊTutXNA) are open and they cover X. Therefore
there exists a continuous function if :X —*X such that for all
x€X, y  ( x) € co{xi | x £ A i} . It suffices to take its restriction 
to A. a

4.S . Let X and Y be t.c. spaces such that the re exists a ne-
traction r of Y onto X such that for every Xj,...,xn £X,

r£cOy fx^,•••,x ^ ç cox {x1 ,•••,x^J.

a. If X is compressible tjien so is Y.
b. £f X is A-compress i b1e then so is Y.

Proof: Let r be any retraction of Y onto X such that for
every x. ,..,,xn £X, r [coy (x j ,... , xn}] Ç co.; {x.̂ ,. .. ,xn) . Choose
"hy ( y. ,... ,xn) € Xn.
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Ta]. Let (Aj,...,A^) be a sequence of relatively open subsets 
of X covering X. The sets Bji= r A^J, l»l,...,n, form an
open cover of Y; Thus there exist9 a continuous function 
f :Y-*• Y such that for every y€Y, if ( y) 6 cOy'fxjJ y e BiJ'. The 
function ■>o(<f|x) obviously satisfies the required condition:
( x) £ cox{x1l x e A A} for all x 6X. 

tbj. Let 'Y:̂ n-l ~*Y bo a continuous function such that 
Y( a) e  cOyfxj^l ai> 0 } for all a e ^ ^ .  It suffices to take
r«Y. O

The concept of compressibility is closely associated with notions of 
the nerve of a cover,*, and of kappa function (cf. Kuratovvski [1966, 
pp.318-328j). The two concepts, compressibility and A-compressibi- 

, lity are also formally related to the condition of Knaster, 
Kuratovvski and Mazurkiewicz and to other conditions which appear in 
combinatorial constructions cf the fixed point theory.

In connection with [4.3.bj and [4.1] we recall that every retract of 
a normal space is normal. An example of a t.c. space which is not 
compressible is the long segment L (cf. Engelking [1977, p.297, 
Example 3.12.18]). Informally, it is the set of all ordinals £<*1̂  
with “gaps" between the neighboring ordinals being filled with 
intervals (0;l), taken witli order topology and in which convex 
sets are order intervals. Non compressible spaces can be also 
found on the plane: such is the space C :» {(x,y)|x e(0;i], 
y “ sin ^}uC*, whare C* = {o} x[-l;l], with structure of convex 
sets consisting of all subsets of C which are connected and have 
connected intersection with C* (cf. Kuratowski [1968, p.190, 

Example 2]).
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"5. KAKUTANI TYPE FIXED POINT THEOREMS. We say that a t.c. space X 
has the Kakutani property if every u.s.c. multifunction ih X with 
nonempty and convex values has a fixed point.

Theorem 5.1. Every compact compressible and quasi-uniformly convex
t.c. space with f.p. property has the Kakutani property.

Proof: Let # be an u.s.c. multifunction in the given space X,
with nonempty and convex values. For any open entourage G in X, 

c* rlet (a !?,...,A, ) be an arrangement of a finite subcover of the
1 *G

cover {G(x)| x E x}. For 1*1,...,kg choose any xG €$fAG J. Let
f :X — *X be a continuous function such that for every x eX,
fG(x)e co{xG|x£ A® }■ and let xG denote any of its fixed points: 
xG = f G( xG) . We shall regard x := (xG)G is an open entourage
in X) as a net; its indexes forma directed set w.r.t. the relation
of inclusion. Let xQ denote a cluster point of this net and 
let E be any closed and quasi-convexoidal entourage' in X. We 1 
shall prove that xq € H  :=> E[#( Xj)J .
Since f is u.s.c., there exists a neighborhood U of xQ such
that #.[Uj£H. Let F* be any entourage in X such that
( F* « F')( x ) £U. For any y€F'(xQ) and any open entourage F g F ’
we hove F(y)C u and therefore all elements in (AF,...,Af ) tol
which y belongs, are also subsets of U. Hence the corresponding
to them elements xF are in H. By the choice of fF, fF(y) is
in the convex hull of all these xF. Since H is convex, f^(y)£H.
Let V be any neighborhood of x„ contained in F'fx ) Sinceo o
xQ is a cluster point of the set { xF|F£F*}, there exists an 
open entourage F” CF* such that xF £ V and obviously 
xF" = fF’(xF‘ ) £H.
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Since H is closed, we have therefore xQ £ H » EC*(x q)3. This 
happens for every closed and quasi-convexoidal entourage E and 
therefore

xo ef|{EC$( xQ)] (e Is closed and quasi-convexoidal} » $ ( xQ) , 0 

Theorem 5.2. A nonempty compact and quasi-uniformly convex t.c.

polytopes are compact and have the Kakutani property.

Proof: Lpt $ be an u.s.c. multifunction with nonempty and convex
values in the considered t.c. space X. Let £ be a uniform bese 
for X whose all elements are closed and quasi-convexoidal.
Let T denote the set of ali pairs (E,A) with E€ £ and A 
being a finite subset of X such that X » EfcoA]. Obviously, for 
every EC fe there exists a finite set A S X  such that EfAl = X; 

therefore the relation <  in T defined by formula:

( E ,A) ̂  ( E* ,A') if and only if [ E 2E' and coA CcoA' ] 

makes T a directed set.

For every (E,A) € T  we consider a multifunction A := ($®E)|coA
in coA. By [1.1.b and cj it is u.s.c. Since E is qujsi-*-convex- 
oidal and all values of $ are compact, the values .(x) =

E[#(x)J n coA are convex in coA.

Take any x e coA and let ye$(x). Since y 6X ■ E[coA], there 
exists z e c o A  such that (z,y)€E; by symmetry (y,z)6E. Thus 
we have z e E[$( x)J and zecoA, i.e. z e ^  A( x) , which reans
that all values of A are nonempty.
By assumption, coA has the Kakutani property, thus there exists

an xE,Ae ^E,A^ XE,A^ '
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Thus we have

XE,A£ coA and xE,AeEC^ xE,A^- 

Hence for every (E,A) £T there exists z^ such that

ZE.Ae *<XE,A> and (2E.A'XE.A)e E » 

thus by symmetry also

(xe ,a ,ze ,a ) C E *

In this >way we have determined two nets: x and z which associate 
with every element (E,A) of T an element x£ A or, respectively,

ZE,A of X *

Since X is compact, the net x has a cluster point . We prove 
below that (£.^) is a cluster point of the net (x,z) ■

^ xE,2'zE . A ^ iE»A> £T) in x2-

Let H be any neighborhood of (^ a n d  choose an (Eo#Ao)€T.

Let G be any neighborhood of  ̂ in X such that G £ H  and
let Fe£ be such that (F*F)(^) £G. There exists an element
(E1 ,A1) of T such that EjCF, (E1. A j  > (  Eq .Aq) and

s
Xc a C F( x) .

1*1
By construction we have however

( *e a tZr * ) ̂  E £F;
1 * 1 tl'Al 1

therefore

ZE A €(F» F)(x)c.G. 
l ' l

Thus we have 6honn that for every neighborhood H of (£.^) there
exists an arbitrarily large index (ei#A ) such that

U r  A *zc A ) € H.
1* 1 l'Al
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Since $ is closed (cf. [1.1.a]) and ( x£ A #z- A)e $ for every 
(£,A)eT , thus also (£,^)e# as a cluster point of the net
(x.z).D

Obviously, a space X has the Kakutani property if and only if 
its reduct has the Kakutani property. Thu3 in Theorem [5.2] it 
would suffice to assume that the reduct of the considered space 
is quasl-uniformly convex. However, in view of Corollary [3.6] 
this "improvement" is only apparent.
Similarly, in connection with Theorem [5.1] notice that a space 
whose all convex polytopes are closed is compressible if and only 
if its reduct is compressible.

The assumption in Theorem [5.2]: "its all nonempty convex polytopes
I are compact and have the Kakutani property" can be replaced by its 
weaker version: "every closed multifunction with nonempty convex 
values in every nonempty convex polytope in the given space has 
a fixed point."

The given proof goes through with only a few stylistic changes.

In a Hausdorff t.c. space in which all singletons are convex, the 
Kakutani property obviously implies the f.p. property. Thus we can 
apply [3.7] and [4.2.a] and combine Theorems [5.1] and [5.2] into 
the following result:

Theorem 5.2*. nonempty compact quasi-uniformly convex and
compressible t.c. space with convex singletons has the f.p. 
(obviously also Kakutani) property whenever its all nonempty con
vex polytopes are closed and have the f.p. property. □

Applications of Theorem f5.2‘] will be mentioned in Section 8 and, 
implicitely, in Section 9 (for dendrites).



Theorem 5.3. Let Y and Z be any matching t.c. spaces with 
Kakutani property. If Yn Z is nonempty connected and closed both 
in X and Y then also Y • Z has the Kakutani property.

Proof: Let $ be any u.6.c. multifunction in Y ®Z with nonempty
and convex values. Choose any x £ Y n  Z. If f(x)nYflZ / jt then, 
by the definition of convexity in Y*Z, § ( x) 2  Y n Z which implies 
x£i(x). Now suppose that # ( x ) n Y n Z  = ji for all x £ Y n z .  In 
this case for any x 6 Y n Z  either 4> ( x) £ Y \ Z or $(x)£ Z\Y.
Since Y and Z are, by definition, closed in Y#Z, the sets

Ynzn<f-1[YJ and Y n Z n f _1[Zj

are relatively closed in YnZ. They are disjoint and their union 
is YAZ. Since Y n Z  is connected, only one of the two sets can 
be nonempty, say the first, which means that f ( y ) C Y \ Z  for all 
y 6YOZ. Denote Y := Y n i _1[z] and consider the multifunction 
Y  :* (f> I Y) u ( Y x ( Y o Z)) in Y. Obviously it is u.s.c. and has 
nonempty and convex values. By assumption there exists y eY which 
is in Y  (y). Since Y n Y n Z  ■ jtf, we have y€#(y).D

Theorom [5.4] below, though very simple, has some interesting con
sequences. For instance, it immediately implies that the sphere S1 
with usual topology and structure of convex sets whose elements are 
S1 and all connected sets disjoint from a distinguished point xQ,
has the Kakutani property.

Theorem 5.4. Let Y be a t.c. space with Kakutani property. A t.c, 
space X has the Kakutani property whenever
a. X is compact, Y is Hausdorff and there exists a continuous
function f from Y onto X such that inverse images of closed
convex setjs are convex; or
b. X is a convex retract of
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'Proof: Let <1 be an u.s.c. multifunction in X with nonempty 
convox values.
In case fa] consider a multifunction ¥  in Y such that for ^11
y , y ' 6 Y ,  yeS^Cy') if and only if f( y) £ $( f( y')). Since also
is compact, V  is u.s.c. Its values are obviously nonempty and 
convex as inverse images of closed convex sets. Thus there exists 
yo£ Y such that Yq £ Y ( y0) which implies f{ yQ) 6 $( f( y)) .
In case [b] consider a multifunction S  in Y such that for all
y.y'eY, ye3(y') if and only if y€$(r(y')), where r:Y—*• X 
is a retraction. Obviously 2  is u.s.c. and has nonempty convex 
values. Its every fixed point y0 €S(yQ) is necessarily in X, 
thus yQ € §( yQ). O

6. BROWDER TYPE FIXEO POINT THEOREf'S. We suy that a t.c. space < 
has the ¿rowder property if every multifunction in X v/ith non
empty and,convex values and open inverse image»of singletons has 
a fixed point.

Theorem 6.1. Every coropajct and compressible t.c. space with f.p. 
property has the 3rowder property.

Proof: Let X be the space in question and let # be a multi
function in X with nonempty and convex values and open inverse 
images of singletons. Since X is compact, the open cover 

{$-1(x)|x£X} has a finite subcover {$-1( x 1j ,... ,$_1{ xn)} . Let 
tp:X —►X be a continuous function such that for every
<p( y) e co{xi|y £ $ _1( x^} = cofxj xt6 #( y)} y) . For any fixed point

x of <f we hove x^« V(x)£f(x). 0

6.2*. Let X be a compact t.c. spaco and let $  bo a
multifunction in X with nonempty values and open inverse images 
of singletons. There exis ts j nonempty convox polytope :jS x  such
that also #|P has nonenoty values.   -

I
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Proof: By assumption the family {#_1( x) I X €.x> is an open cover
of X, thus it has e finite subcover {$ Xj) • • • • »# 1(xn)J •
Oust take P « co ,..., XpK  ̂

Theorem 6.2. A nonempty compact t.c. space has the Browder prop
erty whenever its all nonempty convex polytopes have the Browder

p/operty-

Proof: Let # be any multifunction in X with convex nonempty
values and open inverse images of singletons. Let P C X  be as in 
f6.2'J. Clearly $|P has convex values and open inverse images of 
singletons, thus it has a fixed point which is necessarily also a 
fixad point of #> . □

Theorem 6.3. Let Y and Z j>e any matching t.c. spaces with 
3rowder property. If Yn Z is nonempty and connected then also 
Y * Z  has the Browder property.

Proof: Let $ be any multifunction in Y « Z  with nonempty and
convex values and open inverse images of singletons. Choose any 
x € YOZ. If { ( x ) n Y n Z  / 0 then, by the definition of convexity 
in Y®z, #( x) 2 Y n Z  which implies x ef( x) .
How suppose that $ ( x ) n Y n Z  = 0 for all x e Y n Z .  In this case 
for any x e Y O Z  either # ( x ) C Y \ Z  or # ( x ) C Z S Y .  Since every 
inverse image under $ is open, the sets

Y n Z n f ^ Y ]  and Y n Z n $ _1[Z]

are relatively open in YnZ. They are disjoint and their union 
is YnZ. Since Y n Z  is connected, only one of the two sets can 
be nonempty, say the first, which means that $ ( y ) £ Y \  Z for all 

y e Y n Z .  Denote Y : = Y n # _1[z] and consider the multifunction 

y  := ($1Y)u (Y X (Y n Z)). Obviously it has nonempty and convex
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values. Since Y o § -1Tz] is relatively open in Y, the inverse 
images of singletons under y  are open. By assumption there exists 
y 6Y which is in V(y)« Since Y n Y n Z « # ,  we have y€$(y).0

Here is an analogue of Theorem [5.4]:

Theorem 6.4. Let Y be a -̂̂ 5* space with Browder property.
A t.c. space X has the Browder property whenever
a. there exists a continuous map fjrom Y onto X such that in
verse images of convex sets are convex; or
b. X is a nonempty closed subspace of Y.

Proof of £6.4.a] is analogous to that of [5.4.aj. For a proof of 
[6.4.b] take any multifunction § form X to itself with nonempty 
convex values and open inverse images of singletons. Define a 
multifunction Y  In Y by ¥: «  # u((Y \ X) * X). Its every
fixed point is obviously also a fixed point of $ . O

7. SPECIAL CASE; METRIC SPACE WITH CONVEXITY DETERMINED 3Y A CON
NECTING FUNCTION. Let X be a set and let c : [O; l] x X2 -*■ X 
satisfy the condition

c(<X,x,x) = c(l,x,x') = c(0,x*,x) » x, for all o<€[0;l] and x,x

Convexity in X, referred to as determined by c, can be intro-
duced as follows: s set A S X  is convex whenever c[[0;l] x A J = A.

We shall be specially interested in the case when X is a topolo
gical space; we call such c connecting whenever it is continuous; 
a topological space is equiconnected if it has a connecting fun

ction (both concepts have been studied by Ougundji [1965], Hinutel- 
berg [l^oaj and others; in the literature c is given differont 
}ut similar names).

ex.
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Theorem 7.1. Let X be a compact t.c. space. If there exists a
connecting function c such that for every x,x* £X,
c [[0;l]* {x} *{x'}T C co{x.x'} then for every positive integer n

there exists e continuous funct ion : A n_j x *n ~1
for every ae anci ( »• • • *xn) e Xn, Y n( a»x1,..., xn)
eco{xi|ai>  o}.

A proof goes by induction: For n = 1 Just take ^(l.x) • x.
Suppose that the conclusion is already proved for n-1. Define V n 

as follows:

Y n(a.x1 xn) - c(l-an .yn_1(Cl-an)-1(a1.....a ^ ) ,   x ^ )  ,*„)

if an / X;
■ x otherwiae.n

Since c is continuous, the inductive assumption implies that
is continuous at every ( a, Xj ,... ,xn)e * Xn with an ¡f 1.

>
Take any (a , ,...,xp) with an = 1 and let
((ak.xk,...,x*) |k€K) be a net converging to ( p.Xj,.. . ,xn) .
Since X is compact, for every net (zk |keK) of elements of X 

k k kthe net (c(l-an,z ,xn)|k6K) converges to xn , in particular 
this applies to the net (Yn( ak,xk,...,xk)|k e K).
The condition Y n( a, x̂ ,̂..., xn) e co {xjJ > 0} is obviously satisfied 
whenever an = 0 or 1. In the opposite case write 
y » Y n_1((a-an)"1(81,...,an_1),x1,...,xn_1). By the inductive 
assumption yeco{x1 |ai> 0, i=l,...,n-l} end therefore

yn(0'xi *„> “ 1-an'y,xn̂  € co{v*xnJsc<>(xi*ai> 0 ^-D

Here is an imnediate consequence of the last theorem:

Corollary 7.2. ¿£¡^£^£3 t*0, sPace with convexity determined

cy a connecting function is A -compressible. □
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We now formulate a condition guaranteeing quasi-uniforis convexity 
in the considered spaces:

7.3. Let a t.c. space X be determined by a metric p and a 
connecting function c. Xjf

a* 1ST e > 0 » x,y,x',y* € X such the t f(x,y)^ £ jsnd
?{x'«y')<6 and every <*€[£*¡1] there exis-ts pe[0;l] such that 
?(c(*,x,x*) ,c(p,y.y*))< * ! 
then X is quasi-uniformly convex.

Proof: If suffices to take the uniform base n»l,2,... with

Fn = {(x.y)£X2|f(x,y)< n_1}.D

Let X be a t.c. spece whose convexity is determined by a con
necting function. If X is quasi-uniformly convex then its every 
element has a neighborhood base of convex sets (cf. [3.2]). In 
such a case, if X is nonempty and metric, it is an absolute 
retract (Ougundji [1965, p.191, Theoren 3.4] or Himraelberg [1965, 

p.47, Theorem 4j). Thus, if it is also compact, it has the f.p. 
property (cf. Kuratowski [1968, p.343, Theorem llj):

7.4. Every nonempty compact metrizable and quasi-uniformly convex 
t.c. space with convexity determined by a connecting function has 
the f.p. property. D
A / V x  *V  «v

From Corollary [7.2], [4.l] and [7.4] it follows that in the con
sidered case Theorem T5.1j reduces to the following:

Theorem 7.5. Every nonempty compact metrizable end quasi-uniformly 
convex Jt.c. jsgace with J-onvexity determined by a connecting fun
ction has the Kakutani property.
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Since the space considered in Theorem [7.5] is an absolute retract 
and its every convex subset is contractible (cf. Dugundji [1965, 
p.138, Lemma 2.3J), the Theorem io also a consequence of the Fixed 
Point Theorem of Eilenberg and Montgomery [1946J.
In an analogous nay we derive from Theorems [6.1-2J:

Theorem 7.6. A compact t.c. space with conv ex i t y deter -
rained by a connecting function has tjie Browder property vvhenever: 
a. it has the f.p. property; or

property.

tn connection with Theorem [7.63 we also recall that every compact 
letrizeble equiconnected space is contractible and locally con
tractible (Dugundji [1965, Lemma 2.3]); therefore, if it is non- 
e ipty and has finite (topological) dimension, it is an absolute 
re tract (cf. Kuratowski [1968, p.377, Theorem 6Jj. The author does' 
no: know of any nonempty metrizable equiconnected space which is 
no an absolute retract (cf. Dugundji [1965, p.192] and also' Borsuk 
Cl'. 57, p.219, Problem 10.lj).

A special case of equiconnected spaces are compact strongly convex 
metric spaces (Borsuk [1959] or [1967, p.219]) i.e. spaces (Y,f) 
in which for every y,y* there exists exactly one y" such that 
?(y,y") * f(y-.y') = jf(y.y'). In a compact strongly convex 
space Y for every y.y'eY and *€[0;lj there exists exactly 

one element d(d.y.y') 8uch that <Xf(y',y ) = j>( y',d(<*,y,y')) and 

( l-o<)f ( y ,y') “ p(d(d,y,y') ,y ); the function d is connecting 
(cf. Borsuk [1959, pp.325-326]). We shall refer to this d as 
natural. The following obvious statenent characterizes convexity 
determined by d:
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a set 3 £ Y  is convex if and only if for every y,y'e B and
M  A * w  ,-WV A A .  / v w  / V W v  A A  / W »  7 7

y"eY, p(y,y") + ?(y'.y*) -p{y.y'5 implies y" e B.
/w ^Vn̂ /v V

An example of a strongly convex metric space in which the natural 
connecting function does not satisfy [7.3.a] is the surface 
{xe R 3 | X^+Xg+Xj » 1, x3^0.9} equipped with spherical metric
f(x.y) » arc cos( x^+x^+x-jy-j).

Every dendrite (i.e. locally connected metric continuum which 
contains no simple closed curve) can be aetrized with a strongly 
convex metric (Bing [1953J). Obviously the natural connecting 
function in a strongly aetrized dendrite satisfies [7.3.a], Hence 
we obtain as a particular case a theorem the first statement of 
which is due to Wallace [1941J.

Theorem 7.7. Every nonempty dendrite has both the Kakutani and 
Browder properties. □

8. SPECIAL CASE: USUAL CONVEXITY IN TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACES.
In this Section we shall derive several classical results.

Convex sets in t.v. spaces (abbreviation of "topological vector 
spaces") will be regarded here as t.c. spaces with relative topo
logy and usual structure of convex subsets.

Clearly, convexity in a convex set in a t.v. space is determined 
by a connecting function but this fact is absolutely irrelevant 
in this section.

8.1. Every convex set in a t.v. space is A-compressible.

Proof: For any x1,...,xn Just define, for a e ^ n_1 , Y(a) aixi.O
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Since origin in a locally convex t.v. space has a neighborhood base 
of closed and absolutely convex sets (cf. Robertson T1964', p.12, 
Corollary3), we have:

8.2. a. A t.v. space is quasi-uniformly convex ̂ if and only if it 

is locally convex.
b. Every convex set in a locally convex t.v. space is quasl-uni- 

formly convex. □

Every convex polytope in a Hausdorff t.v. space is affinely horoe- 
oraorphic with a convex polytope in an Euclidean space (cf. Bourbaki 
fl953, p.27, Théorème 2]) , therefore the classical version of 
Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem immediately extends to Hausdorff t.v. 
spaces: Ever^ nonempty convex polytope in a Hausdorff t.v. 
has the f.p. property.

In view of T4.1J we can now apply Theorem [5.1] to nonempty convex 
polytopes in a Hausdorff t.v. space and obtain a version of Kakutani 
Theorem: Every nonempty convex polytope in a Hausdorff t.v. space 

has the Kakutani PJ^P^^y*
In turn we apply Theorem [5.2] which gives:

Theorem C.5 (Ky Fan-Glicksberg), Every nonempty compact convex set

in a Hausdorff locally convex t.v. space has the Kakutani PJ3̂ Pf̂ J_y-

Alternatively, Theorem [8.3J can be derived directly from Theorem 
[5.1], without use of Theorem [5.2] but in this case the Theorem of 
Schauder and Tychonoff: Every nonempty compact convex set in a
Hausdorff.locally convex t.v. space has the f.p. property, must be 
used as a lemma (by the way, Theorem of Schauder and Tychonoff can 
be Immediately derived from Brouwer Theorem by means of Theorem 
[5.2*]).Q
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Finally we notice that the Theorem of Browder is a special case 
of Theorem [7.6]:

Theorem 8.4 (Browder). Every nonempty compact convex set in a 
Hausdorff t.v. space has the Browder property. Q

9. SOME MORE APPLICATIONS. Theorem [7.7] can be also derived from 
our previous results in an alternative way, without any reference 
to a fixed point theorem for absolute retracts (as it is usually 
done with dendrites). Here is the reasoning:

Every ordinary dendrite (considered as a t.c. space) has the form

(..•dl*l2) Jn

where, for k = l,...,n, 1^ is a simple arc (with connected sub
sets playing the role of convex sets) which shares with 

(...(I,*I2)« ... • I|c_2  ̂* Ik-1 only one its end-points.

Since every simple arc has the f.p. property (this is Just the 
Oarboux Property), thus by Theorems [5.1] and [6.1] it has both 
Kakutani and Browder properties. Hence by Theorems [5.3] and [6.3]:

9.1. Every ordinary dendrite has both Kakutani and Browder 
propert ies. 0

Since every nonempty and not reducing to a point convex polytope 
in a dendrite is an ordinary dendrite and we know by [7.3] that 

dendrites are quasi-unifonaly convex, we can finally apply 

Theorems [5.3] and [6.3] to complete an alternative proof of 
Theorem [7.7]. □
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•e now introduce another class of t.c. spaces: 
a uniquely arc-wise connected space is a topological spuce X 
whose every two distinct points x and x' can be Joined by a 
unique arc with endpoints at x and x*. A set A S X  is defined 
to be convex if it contains, for its any elements x,x*, the 
whole arc Joining x with x*.

The class of all uniquely arc-wise connected spaces which are 
compact and raetrizable in a 6trongly convex manner coincides with the 
class of all dendrites (cf. Kuratowski [1968, p.301, Corollary}) . 
Thus we hove two concepts of convexity in a dendrite: fortunately 
they coincide.

Notice that every nonempty and not reducing to a point convex poly
tope in a uniquely arc-wise connected space is also an ordinary
dsndrite. 3y [9.1] wo con therefore apply Theorem [6.2] which yields

Theorem 9.2. Every nonempty compact uniquely arc-wise connected 
space has the Crowder property. □
/ N ^ W r t A .  A A A  A A r t  A A ^ * A A A -  / ^ W v r t A ' V v

Notice that t.c. spaces L and C considered in Section 4 have
the Kakutani property, although none of the theorems in this paper 
can be directly utilized for obtaining these results: the two 
spaces are not compressible and each of them is itself a convex 
polytope.
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